
Versus makes Everything more fun.

Fan Engagement and Rewards 
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Disclaimer
This presentation contains forward-looking statements, including, but not limited to, statements regarding the plans,
objectives, expectations and intentions with respect to future operations. All statements other than statements of
historical fact are statements that could be deemed forward-looking statements. Versus Systems Inc. (“we,” “us,” “our,”
or “the Company”) may not actually achieve its plans or product development goals in a timely manner, if at all, or
otherwise carry out the intentions or meet the expectations or projections disclosed in these forward-looking
statements. These statements are based on management's current expectations and beliefs and are subject to a
number of risks, uncertainties and assumptions that could cause actual results to differ materially from those
described in the forward-looking statements, including, among others, general business and economic conditions,
including risk related to the impact on our business of the COVID-19 pandemic or similar public health crisis; the need
for and ability to obtain additional financing; the risk that the Company's intellectual property may not be adequately
protected; and the other factors described in the risk factors set forth in the Company's filings with the Securities and
Exchange Commission or the System for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrieval from time to time. The
Company undertakes no obligation to update the forward-looking statements contained herein or to reflect events or
circumstances occurring after the date hereof, other than as may be required by applicable law.
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Versus, a world leader in audience engagement and rewards

We specialize in two things: connecting fans inside the content they love, 
and rewarding them for those connections.

First and second-screen 
fan engagement 

trivia, games, polling, sentiment, and 
social

Choice-Based
Rewards

Puts control and personalization
Into consumers hands
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Bringing Value for Brands, Creators and Consumers

Brands Win

Content 
Creators Win

Audiences & 
Players Win

Higher engagement.
Better recall.
Better affinity.
Higher transactions.

People play longer. 
Fans watch more, and more often. 
Fans tune in-live. 

Earned rewards create more 
positive consumer experience.
Everyone loves winning. 
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Versus holds critical patents in rewards, engagement, and 
“play-to-earn”
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Historically the largest 
source of Versus revenues, 
professional services has 
grown significantly in 
2021 with the acquisition 
of Xcite
Interactive, moving from
one partner to >30

Licensing is the fastest 
growing part of the 
portfolio in 2021 to date 
with the launch of the XEO 

platform—a software 
platform that manages 

games, trivia, polling, 
sentiment, Augmented 
Reality (AR), and social 
elements all in one 

location for teams and 
broadcasters 

Versus business model: three growing revenue sources

The critical differentiator, 
the center of our patent 
portfolio, the our
highest-performing 
feature set for our partners, 
and the largest opportunity 
for growth at Versus is with 
our rewards-based 
advertising. Rewards will
be available inside our
XEO platform starting in 
August of 2021
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Licensing and Software as a Service (SaaS)
Selling access to our XEO and rewards platforms as 
per month/per season/per game software license

Professional Services
Developing bespoke software or 
producing live events 

Advertising Revenue Share
We charge brands, agencies, and affiliates on a
per-click or per-purchase basis based on how people 
interact with our platform (whether rewards or other 
interactive ads) and we split those revenues with our 
content partners
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Key developments in 2021 to date

Grow the Versus product offerings

Acquire Xcite Interactive

More Versus in more places (Geographies and verticals) 

Add more paying clients

Add key team members

Grow the revenues 

IPO on the Nasdaq to develop stronger financial position
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Acquisition of Xcite
Interactive added products, 

expertise, and a global sports 
and live event client base.

More than 8,000 sporting 
and live events worldwide.
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Creates a perfect platform 
for both SaaS and 
Advertising Revenues

From one world-class 
partner to 47 in one quarter

Deep expertise in live 
events, sports, games, and 
broadcast.
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Grow the product suite: new features, functionality, 
and verticals  

XEO  

Shopify App

SDKs

TV, OTT, and streaming capability

Rewards

Multiple new patent applications

New social media features
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Sports & Live Events: 

NFL, NBA, NHL, MLS, Cricket, Rodeo, Bassmaster 

Streaming Media and Short-Form Content 

Games: PC and Mobile

OTT and Broadcast TV: Reality + Scripted Television 

Social Media 

Partners & Verticals Now Enabled
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Cricket, boxing, soccer, Japanese 
baseball, and NCAA Football 
all added in Q2 and Q3 2021

Added India, Mexico and UK 
via HP in the last three 

months

Locally relevant content 
opens new markets with 

new audiences.
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Growing the Team. Adding World-Class Expertise

Versus has gained key people in 2021

Jen Prince, Twitter’s Global Head of Content Partnerships, 
Former Head of Industry, Media and Entertainment      
Joins the Versus Systems Board

Live events producers of multiple Olympics

Added producers with multiple Emmy-awards

Production operations for multiple Stanley Cup Championship teams

Venue producers, game-operations experts, live events and 
sports-presentation team from Dallas Cowboys, Pittsburgh 
Penguins, Edmonton Oilers, FIFA Women’s World Cup 
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From economic perspective, Q2 + Xcite acquisition 
improves foundation and opens big win possibilities

More diversified customers = > less concentration risk

Broader product offering = > easier cross selling

Team’s expertise = > more barriers to entry

New product development possibilities for major markets
=> increased SaaS revenues and scale required for ads business
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3 key strategies as we pursue opportunities for 2021 and 
beyond

Protect and grow 
base revenue in 
sports and live 
events business Expand SaaS via 

the number of 
events, games, 
& apps Continue to expand 

into new markets to 
drive scale for ad 
revenue
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The Bright Future
The plan for the second half of 2021

Add more SaaS and licensing 
partners via XEO, SDKs

Grow our foundation: 
live events, games

More Versus in more places.            
(new geographies and new verticals) 

Add first-screen engagements: 
mentions, on-screen, streaming 

Add social integration

Grow the revenues 
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The media and entertainment industry is changing. 

Content is becoming more engaging, more 
interactive, more personal, more rewarding.

A $2 trillion dollar industry is ripe for disruption 

Welcome to Versus Systems
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